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THE BYPASS OF JAVA CARD APPLETS' SECURITY 

 

Abstract: This article provides a brief overview of non-standard methods of 

attacks on the Java Card Applets in smart cards. Timely detection of atypical 

vulnerabilities is one of the key security aspects of any product. This makes it important 

to write such reviews and consider measures to eliminate potentially vulnerable 

components. In the article several scenarios of both software and hardware attacks on 

Java Card are considered. The features and key principles are noted for all methods. 

The conclusion about the level of criticality of each one is made. 
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ОБХОД БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ JAVA CARD APPLETS 

 

Аннотация: Данная статья представляет краткий обзор 

нестандартных методов атак на Java Card Applet в смарт картах. 

Своевременное выявление нетипичных уязвимостей – один из ключевых 
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аспектов безопасности любого продукта. Это обуславливает важность 

составления подобных обзоров и рассмотрения мер по устранению 

потенциально уязвимых компонентов. Так, в статье будут рассмотрены 

несколько сценариев как программных, так и аппаратных атак на Java Card. 

Отмечены особенности и ключевые принципы каждого. Сделан вывод об уровне 

критичности каждой. 

Ключевые слова: Java карта, апплет, брандмауэр, байт-коды, объекты, 

методы. 

Today, most people deal with smart cards in their daily lives. They are installed 

in public transport passes, bank cards, electronic passports and visas, sim cards. But 

most do not even think about what information is stored in such cards, what it may tell 

about the owner, how much it is protected and how vulnerable.  

Smart cards - are plastic cards with a built-in chip. Inside the smart card in most 

cases contains a microprocessor and an operating system that controls the device and 

controls access to the objects in its memory. The Java Сard platform is used to 

implement these processes. This is a version of the Java platform for devices with 

limited computing resources. Compared to other versions of Java platforms, it has 

changed the bytecode, requirements for the executing platform, the composition of 

standard libraries. Developers have provided security of Java Сard well enough: 

technologies of data concealment, applet shielding, cryptographic protection and others 

have been used. But they are still not perfect. Some researchers in their works give 

examples of security threats of Java Сard, and sometimes even getting internal data 

from the card. However, there are also those who do not write and do not investigate, 

and use the found vulnerabilities for personal selfish purposes. This compromises, for 

example, a person's location data, personal banking information, various access codes. 

And the negative consequences of such attacks are very serious. This ensures the 

rationale of the study. 

The first type of considered attacks consists of a new approach for reversing the 

unknown intermediate byte code, appearing on-the-fly during the upload of an 

application. This attack type has led to reverse engineering of the main Java classes of 
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the attacked card. The semantics of the called methods and the calling convention is 

inferred without the access to the native code. The additional instructions are 

implemented due to the existence of initialization functions – invokestatic, 

invokespecial and invokevirtual. The methods above have access to the assets of the 

card without being restricted by security mechanisms like the firewall. This 

vulnerability with usage of specific attack scenario provides a full access to the 

cryptographic material and allows to reset the initial configuration [1].  

The second type of attack includes two methods. One of the methods in is based 

on the misuse of the Java Card API to build a type confusion and get access to the 

objects (including cryptographic keys) of a Java Card applet. The other method is a 

new approach to get access to the return address of the methods in Java Cards with 

Separate Stack countermeasure. The instruction of the attack retrieves the secure key 

through getting an access for the secure container. This is achieved with getting static 

card data and applet’s security contexts. Then calling the object overflow through the 

frame overflow and collision [2, 3]. 

The third type of exploiting Java Card vulnerability is side-channel attack. To 

bypass the firewall, it is necessary to create an ability to read and write Java Card 

bytecode. Side-channel based reverse engineering attack allows that. It consists of three 

steps. The first step is to build a dictionary of bytecode instructions. The second step 

is to match instructions of the dictionary with the execution trace of an unknown applet 

to discover the sequence of instructions performed. The Java byte-codes have all a 

common part, the prefetch-decode pattern, which is identical in time and power 

consumption/electromagnetic emanations of all bytecodes. It could be very interesting 

to identify these common areas to extract the pattern of different byte-codes, and then 

relieves differences in execution between these byte-codes; the objective is creating a 

dictionary of byte-codes. The final step is breaking an isolation of the applets and 

exploiting attack based on API Calls [3, 4]. 

The important thing for conclusion is that the Java Card security is not flawless 

even nowadays. And each of us in every moment is at a risk of becoming a victim of 

intruders. In revealed attack types the first and the third ones are more hurtful due to 
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the ability to change initial information and Applets’ instructions. The second one is 

less hurtful, but easier in realization thro its’ usage just software resources, not 

hardware. Thus, all attacks above are dangerous for Java Card users, especial for 

personal data, like bank payment information or location information or other. And it 

is really important to identify all vulnerable places in time to take countermeasures and 

prevent the attacks.  
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